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AL&met--This paper presents a theoretical investi~tion of the transfer of momentum, heat and 
mass in incompressible viscous how through a logarithmic spiral channel. The velocity, temperature 
and concentration profiles are calculated by the direct integration of the ordinary differential equations 
obtained from the governing transfer equations by means of the similarity tr~fo~ation technique. 
Numerical results are obtained for the shear stress and the rates of heat and mass transfer at the 
channel walls. As a special case, the analytical solution in a closed form is given for circular Couette 
flow. Results may be applied to the vapor-heated Rosenblad-TV spiral plate heat exchanger and the 

C?, 

cooling of bearings. 

NOMENCLATURE 

arbitrary constant, dimensionless; 
arbitrary constant, dimensionfess; 
arbitrary constant, dimensionless; 
integration constants, dimensionless; 
specific heat per unit mass [ftajha degF]; 
-a,%, dimensionless; 
mass diffusivity [fte/h] ; 
function of variable 71, dimensionless; 
F’(q), dimensionless; 
conversion factor; 
function of variable T, dimensionless; 
function of variable 7, dimensionless; 
a function in the r-8 plane, = u(r, 0) for momentum transfer; = T(r, 8) for heat 
transfer; = A@, 0) for mass transfer, dimensioniess; 
integration constants, dimensionless; 
thermal conductivity of fluid [Btu/h ft degF]; 
Nusselt number as defined by equation (21), dimensionless; 

:, Prandti number, dimensionless; 
n 

&C 
T, dimensionless; 

pressure [lbf/fts] ; 
elliptic function of Weierstrass, dimensionless; 

6% 
p 

dimensionless; 

-.---- 
*A publi~tion from the Heat Transfer and Th~~y~~cs Laboratory, Department of M~hani~~ 

Engineering, University of Michigan. The work reported was supported by the Faculty Research Fund of the 
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r. 

r, 
r0, 

SC, 

Sk 

T, 

TW, 

u, 

a, 

Pl, 

Pz, 

t33, 

volumetric rate of internal heat generation in fluid [Ibm/ha ft]; 
heat flux [Btu/h ft2]; 

Rri 
xov, dimensionless; 

molar rate of production of species A in fluid [mols/h fts); 
Reynolds number as defined by equation (15), dimensionless; 

r 
r0’ 

radial distance in polar co-ordinate, dimensionless, rl is r at 71 and rz is r at 112 

for circular Couette flow case; 

radial distance in polar co-ordinate [ft] ; 
characteristic length [ft]; 

% Schmidt number, dimensionless; 

Sherwood number as defined by equation (26), dimensionless; 

cp rr”o 
v2-m, dimensionless ; 

GFYi, dimensionless, TWI = TW(TI) and Tws = T&y) for circular Couette flow 

case ; 
fluid temperature [OF]; 
wall temperature [“F] ; 

[ rz)” + (5 $)%]r”, dimensionless; 

KY’, dimensionless; 
” 

average fluid velocity, dimensionless; 
fluid velocity [ft/h] ; 
W 
-- , drmensionless; 
v 

volumetric rate of fluid in channel [fta/h ft]; 

X 

.YO’ 
dimensionless; 

concentration of species A [mols/ft3]; 
reference concentration (or concentration at logarithmic spiral channels) of 
species A [mols/fts], xwr = x~(~r) and xrra = ~~(72) for circular Couette flow case; 
thermal diffusivity [ft2/h]; 

r2u2 - rl UI 
-:-~- -<--, dimensionless ; 

y1 

rl r2 (r2 r1 - r1 ud 
~~ ~~ , dimensionless; r? _ rY 

2 1 

exp(-al)?)e&m~~~_~;) {[?I ew (--ad - 72 exp (FWAl134 

+ TWZ exp (--a774 - Twl exp (-air)}, dimensionless; 
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Greek symbols 
% 
8, 
V¶ 
P, 
$7 
X? 

Superscripts 
, I, it, 1,,, 
f,, , 

Subscripts 
r, 
8, 

XW~ exp (ql) + & RI Np (--w> - exp f-~11 

+ 4 (XWL exp [a(?~ - YZ)] - xwz >), dimensionless. 

variable, dimensionless; 
angle in polar co-ordinate, radians; 
kinematic viscosity [ftzjh] ; 
fluid density ~lbm/ft3]; 
angle formed by T and the positive r-axis, dimensionless; 
variable, dimensionless; 

2 dimensionless; 

Stokes stream function [ft2/h]. 

first, second, third, and fourth derivatives with respect to ‘I; 

radial direction; 
angular direction; 
average; 
function evaluated at a constant q. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE ~L~~~KC~L probiem of the ‘“spiral flows” of 
incompressible viscous fluids was first studied 
by Jeffery [l] and Hamel 121. Hamel considered a 
two-di~nensio~al motion, known as “Hamel’s 
flows” in which the streamlines coincide with 
an isometric family of curves. These curves were 
proved to be a set of logarithmic spirals [2, 31. 
By emgloying the Stokes stream function defined 
as a function of the logarithmic spiral, he was 
able to reduce the Navier-Stokes equation of 
motion for an incompressible plane flow to an 
ordinary differential equation. The general 
integration of this differential equation was per- 
formed by Olsson and Fax&n [4]. In their solu- 
tion the technique for the numerical evaluation 
of the velocity profile involves a graphical 
construction and requires considerable effort, 

Oseen [S] has generalized Hamel’s considera- 
tions by defining the stream function in a more 
general way. This flow is classified as “Oseen’s 
flow”. Further discussions of the spiral flows 
have been given by Rosenbtatt f6] and Birchoff 
[‘YJ. Recently equations of heat and mass 
di~usio~ in spiral flows have been reduced to 
ordinary di~erential equations through the use 
of the similarity transformation technique [8 J. 
General exact solutions of these differential 
equations are obtained [9]. 

This paper presents the momentum, heat and 
mass transfer in incompressible flow through a 
logarithmic spiral channei, The partial dif- 
ferential equations governing ff uid motion, heat 
transfer and mass transfer are reduced to the 
ordinary differential equations by the similarity 
transformation technique. The functions which 
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determined the velocity, temperature and con- Fig. 1. It consists of an incompressible fluid 
centration profiles are evaluated. Numerical flowing steadily through a logarithmic spiral 
results are obtained for the shear stress and the channel formed by curves B and C which may be 
rates of heat and mass transfer at the channel expressed in the form 
walls. As a special case, the analytical solution 
in a closed form is given for circular Couette 
flow. Results may be applied to the vapor- 

7) --:: -~- a” : 6” (0 In r t- 68). (1) 

heated Rosenblad-type spiral plate heat ex- 
changer and the cooling of bearings. The channel walls B and C are assumed at 

uniform temperature TW for heat-transfer 
ANALYSIS analysis and at uniform concentration xw for 

The physical system analysed is shown in mass-transfer analysis. 

0 
90 

270' 

FIG. 1. A family of logarithmic spirals 7 and x for a = & 1 and b = & 1. 
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I. Momentum transfer 
If the Stokes stream function is defined as 

such that 
#(r, 0) = F(V) (2) 

and 

express the velocity components in the radial 
and circular directions, then the Navier- 
Stokes equation for incompressible plane flows 
in polar co-ordinates 

may be reduced to the ordinary differential 
equation 

The no-slippage condition on the channel 
wall requires that the integration constants 
Kt and Ks in equation (5) must satisfy the 
boundary conditions for zero velocity : G(vr) = 0 
and G(& = 0, where 71 and 17~ are the two 
walls of the channel. Due to difficulty in deter- 
mining Kr and Kz, a technique involving graphical 
construction was applied for the numerical 
evaluation of velocity profiles [4]. This requires 
considerable effort. Fortunately the advent of 
the computing machine permits one to obtain 
the function G(v) by numerical integration. 

The shear stress is obtained as follows: 
Consider a function J(r, e), which represents 

the velocity u(r, 0) for momentum transfer, the 
temperature T(r, 19) for heat transfer and the 
concentration x(r, 0) for mass transfer, and 
its rate of change in the direction of 

x =G2(61nr - ati) (7) 

F”” + 2aF”’ + (a2 + b2) F” + bF’ F” = 0. which is orthogonal to 7, If 7 makes an angle 4 

(3) 
with the positive r-axis, then the directional 
derivative of J in the direction of x may be 

Through the substitution of G = F’ and written as 
then integrating once, equation (3) becomes 

aJ 

G” + 2aG’ + (a2 -1 b2) G + b: = K 
-. = 

(4) 3X 
-gsinfj+ ~~cosf$ (8) 

where K is an integration constant. The general 
where the direction sine and cosine are 

integration of equation (4) is performed by Jr b 
Olssen and FaxCn [4] for the case of cos 4 = J = ~~ __ .~~_~ _ 

z/(a2 + b2) 

1 
K=26 

576 
(asi_ b2)2-625a4 

1 

and . 
JO 

The solution is given as 
sin f$ E J = - -&- 

d(a + b2) 

G = d 12 F 2exp [- (4/5) a71 
IO 

~(exp[-(2/5)a~l+Kl,O,K2}+ T 2+b2 
0 1 

respectively. Therefore the shear stress, defined 
as 7 = - (au/ax), may be expressed as 

2(2G’+aG) 
T(T) = ---- 

r2 (a2 + b2) * (9) 

where p is the elliptic function of 
The velocity profile is 

2G 
’ = r (a2 + b2)1/2' 

(5> At the spiral channel walls 171 and 72, where 
Weierstrass. G(~I) = 0 and G(7s) = 0, the wall shear stresses 

are 

(6) T(W) = F;fG exp (a71 - bx) (IO) 
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and The integration constant c11 in equation (16) 

4G’(w) 
has to be determined by the volumetric rate of 

T(Tj2) L-5 -$-t_ @ exp (aye -- bx) (1 I) fluid Aow in the spiral channel. By equating the 
volumetric rate in viscous hv as expressed by 

respectively. equation (14) to thnt ii1 pC~t~l~liill BOW Whid? iS 

Pressure is obtained from reference 6 as 

#I “I” 2fl 
“2 

dP = _ f dU2 + ! -~~~~.~,~~~ l/“(Q.” -+ b’t) j 
exp [(Q ~- h&‘2] * dq 

?I I 

[G * G’ n dT + G”dx + G’ (a dx -+ b dy)], (12) one obtains 

The integration of equation (12) yields 
‘?,t 
J GM exp I(@7 .- M/2] ’ dy 

p F -~ .._! I.-._ _..._ [($ $ ,$2) G ._+ @c’ _- j(]_ (13) 
c 7zqkm 1 _Ill”.~ _._ ._... ._,-___ ._ 

* (a- .f &J) bv” p =P E(q --. k&4 . d? 

The average fluid velocity is defined as Equatior~ (17) reveals that the velocity is simply 

nr inversely pr~~~~iQn~~ to the distance from the 
1 inlet, This indicates that the potential flow 

Uav _. -. -- - 
712 - w i 

u drj velocity has its maximum at the inner channel 

‘41 Wd, 

since the v~lurn~t~~~ rate of fluid Aow in the 
channel is 

and the cross-sectional area of the channel is 
(qa - ~1) per unit thickness. The hydraulic 
diameter of two logarithmic spiral planes 
located a distance (~a - Q> apart in the ortho- 
gonal (or x) direction is 2 (~2 -- 71). Using this 
in the definition of the Reynolds number results 
in 

It is ~~ter~st~ng to compare this result with the 
potential fIow of the classical theory. By this 
theory the potential flow must satisfy A# =- 0. 
This results in 

F(T) = ClTj $- cz, 

The velocity profile for the case is 

Energy equation including viscous heating 
terms may be expressed as 

in polar co-ordinates. Through the transfosma- 
lion of 

ecpttion (18) may be reduced to the ordinary 
deferential equation 

N” -+ 2nH’ + (a2 + b” + b Pr G) N 

ff7) If the spiral channef walls qr and 32 arc at 
uniform temperature Yw, then the function 
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H(T) in equation (20) has to satisfy the boundary may be reduced to the ordinary differential 
conditions equation 

H(?i) = 0 and H(7e) = 0. 

The temperature gradient in the x direction may 
be obtained from equation (8) as 

I”-22al’+(a2+b2-bScG)Z 

a2 + b2 
+ 4 

ScR=O (24) 

by the transformation 

X(T, e) - XW = ra Z(T) 

[or = exp (bx - UT) . Z(T)]. (25) 

The boundary conditions to be imposed on the 
spiral channel walls 71 and r)s at uniform con- 
centration XW are 

1(71) = 0 and Z(?s) = 0. 

Along a constant x line, one has 

aT 
- = - q&&q W’ + am 

ax 

Since along a constant x line, the average tem- 
perature difference between a channel wall and 
the fluid is 

(T - Tw)av = 

and the characteristic length is 2 (72 - pi), 
therefore, one can define the Nusselt number as 

2q (72 - 71) 
N” = k (T - Tw)av 

_ 2 @T/axh (72 - ~1 _ 
(T - Tw)av ’ 

(21) 

Then the Nusselt numbers at the spiral channel 
walls 71 and r/s be expressed as 

Nu (Vi) _ 4 (772 - 71)s H’(W) exp [3/2 (W - bx)i _ 

.\/(a2 + b2) 7 H(T) exp (0~ - bx) . dv 
‘71 

(22) 
and 

Nu (772) _ +12; ~~_~i)s H’(W) exp [3/2 (~172 - ml _____ - _ 

.\/(a2 + b2> 7 H(rl) w (~7 - bx) d? 
T)I 

(23) 
respectively. 

III. Mass transfer 
In case of mass transfer, the mass equation in 

the polar co-ordinate for a flowing fluid with 
internal mass generation : 

as the concentration gradient, 

v* 
1 

(x - XW)a” = -__ 
72 - 71 s I(v) exp @x - 4 - d7 

as the definition of the average concentration 
difference, and 2 (72 - 71) as the characteristic 
length. Using these expressions in the definition 
of the Sherwood number results in 

sh (7) = ~_W~xM72 - 71) 
(x - -w)av * (26) 

Then at the spiral channel walls 71 and 172, the 
Sherwood numbers may be written as 

and 

da2 + b2)‘r Z(v) exp (bx - 4 - drl 
7, 

(27) 

4 (7~ - 711)~ WD) exp [l/2 (bx - w)l s/J (72) = - _____ ‘)a 
z/b2 + b2) j Gd exp (bx - 4 - d7 

‘II 

(28) 
respectively. 

By applying the analogy between heat and 
mass transfer, results for heat transfer due to 
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the internal heat generation in a fluid with aG’ + a2G = K. (29) 
negligible viscous heating may be obtained 
from equations (24) through (28) by replacing If ~1 and uz are respectively the velocities of 

Xfor T, ,yw for Tw, SC for Pr, R for Q and Sh for two concentric walls with radii rl and ~2, then 

NU. equation (29) is integrated to give 

SPECIAL CASES 

Two limiting special cases which have im- 
portant applications are to be analysed. They 
are the radial flow in channels (a = 0) and the 
circular Couette flow (b = 0). 

(i) Radialjow in channels 
Rosenblatt [6] has obtained the exact solution 

for the velocity distribution in radial flow, 
a = 0, as an elliptic function of 0. Considerable 
effort is required for numerical evaluation of his 
solution. 

Results for heat and mass transfer may be 
readily obtained from the preceding analysis by 
merely substituting a = 0. 

(ii) Circular Couette flows 
For the circular Couette flow, b = 0, equa- 

tion (4) may be integrated to give 

G = (cs + ~47) exp (-UT) + z. 

Since x as expressed by equation (7) is propor- 
tional to t? for this case, the condition of con- 
stant pressure in the circular direction has to be 
be satisfied. This condition which is obtained 
from equation (12) as G” + aG’ = 0 reduces 
equation (4) to the first order differential equa- 
tion 

a 
G’(r) = .- (&r” + ,&) 

2 (30) 

The velocity profile between the concentric walls 
may be obtained from equations (6) and (30) as 

(31) 

The Reynolds number, shear stress and pressure 
distribution as respectively defined by equations 
(15) (9) and (13) become 

P2 
7= --p1 

r2 

@r2 ? P = j- - .$2 + 2 /31 j92 In r. 

The function H(y) for heat transfer, defined as 
r2T(r, 0) for this special case, may be obtained 
by the integration of equation (20) for b = 0: 

H(y) = (c5 + cf.3) exp (-ad - Pi Pr. 

Therefore from equation (19), one obtains the 
temperature profile in the fluid between the two 
concentric walls maintained at uniform tem- 
peratures TWI and TWZ as 

T(7) y= /33 + ,$q --- B$ Pr exp (UT). (32) 

The Nusselt numbers, as defined by equation (21), are 

NU (71) = 
4 (71 - 72) [aPi Pr ew (ad - /341 ew [@/2) 711 

a ~3~~(rll+7/2)-~;_72~a 
[ 

84 
=- [exp (ad - exp (avz)] - TWI] 

NU (772) = ~~~ -- 
4 (71 - 72) [aPi Pr exp (a72) - 841 ew KG) 721 ~_ 

a 
[ 

---.--i 

f33 + kj (71 + 72) - ;-(!rs texp (ql) - exp (a72)1- TWZ I’ 
In case of mass transfer, the function 1(y), defined as ?x(r, 0) for this special case, may be ob- 

tained by the integration of equation (24) for b = 0: 
SC R 

I= CC7 + GA exp (ad - 4. 
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Therefore the concentration profile in the fluid between the two concentric walls maintained at 
uniform concentrations xw1 and xws is 

The Sherwood numbers, as defined by equation (26), are 

2 exp [--- (a/2) ml 
_._-- .- ._ 

exp (-a& - exp (-aTe) 

771 - V 
-____ - WV (71) 

2 (712 - 91) 2+exp (42) r/2 + 
ScR 

Sh (7j2) = ---jjy--- 
2 exp E- hQ> 121 

...I--_i..-_ --... 
SC R exp (-~91) - exp (~7772) 

. 

/35 + -2 (Tl + rl2) + --&- * 
_____- 

7fl - 72 
--- - xw (T2) 

(33) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Depending on the selection of a and b, one can 
construct an infinite number of logarithmic 
spirals 7;, and x as expressed by equations (1) 
and (7) respectively. A family of these spirals is 
graphically presented in Fig. 1 for a = +l and 
b = &l. An expl~ation for the combination 
of this family of orthogonal functions is given 
in Table 1. In the following discussion, a repre- 
sentative logarithmic spiral channel with two 
walls at 171 = 0 and 7ts = 1.0 is selected for the 
study of momentum, heat and mass transfer. 
The ratio of a and b is varied in order to investi- 
gate the effects of the geometrical configuration 
of the logarithmic spira1 channel on the trans- 
port phenomena. 

The functions G(y), H(T) and Z(v) which de- 
termine the velocity, temperature and concen- 
tration distributions respectively were evalu- 
ated by the numerical integration of equations 
(4), (20) and (24) using an IBM 7090 digital 
computer. One representative numerical re- 
duction is given in Table 2 for a = 1, b = 1, 
K = 1.5392, Pr = 1, SC = 1 and R = 1. Using 
these functions the velocity, temperature and 
concentration profiles, as expressed by equations 
(6), (19) and (25) respectively, are evaluated at 
four different cross sections x = -1, 0, 1 and 2 
and are presented in Figs. 2,3 and 4 respectively. 
The velocity profile in potential flow as ex- 
pressed by equation (I 7) is also presented in Fig. 
2 for comparison with the viscous flow case. 

Table 1. A family of logarithmic spirals 7 and x far a = & 1 and b = -& 1 
-..--.---___~ ----_____ ~-. 

a=l, b=l a=& b= --I a=-1, b=l a= -1, b= -1 
? X ?1 X B X ? X 

A 
3 
c 
D 

: 
G 
H 

: 
K 
L 

-1.0 
0 
I-0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 

3.0 -3.0 
2-o -2-o 
I.0 -1.0 

-!O 0 
I.0 

-2.0 2.0 

-1.0 1.0 1.0 
0 0 0 
1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
2.0 -2.0 -2.0 
3.0 -3.0 -3.0 
4.0 -4.0 -4.0 

3.0 -3.0 
2.0 -2.0 
1.0 -1.0 
0 0 

-1.0 1.0 
-2-O 2.0 

~._ _._..~_. 
H .M.-3Y 

- -_j__- 
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Table 2. G(q), H(v) and I(?> functions for a = 1, b = 1, Pr = 1, SC = I, R = 1, K = 1539200 
-_________... 

r) G(n) G’t*> G”(VI wl) H’(v) H”(Q) &71) I’(Z) I”(s) 

0 044000 - I.22962 

0. I -- 0.11228 -0.82282 

0.2 -0~1784I -0~50817 

0.3 -0.21554 -0.24214 

o-4 -0.22832 - 0~02042 

0.5 -0.22095 0.16144 

0.6 -0.19721 @30773 

0.7 -0,16046 0.42248 

0.8 -0.11365 0.50937 

0.9 -@05940 0~57181 

1-O O~ooooo 0.61288 

3.97078 

3.4031 I 

2.89644 

2.43134 

163380 

I.29873 

1.00229 

0.74129 

0.51261 

0.31344 

0~0ooo0 0.58142 --4~15081 0~0oooo 0.20377 

0.04299 0.23439 --2.32431 0.02172 0. IS969 

0.05696 0.06302 -- 1.23645 0.03972 0.16905 

0.05843 .- 0.02272 -0-57082 0.05523 0.13956 

0.05407 -0.05857 -0.20671 0.06730 0.09999 

O-04753 -0.06961 --0-05009 0.07485 0.04919 

0.04040 -0.07271 -0.02963 0.07672 -0.01393 

0.03289 -0.07859 -009210 0.07 I62 --0.09043 

0.02439 -0.09339 -@19820 0.05816 -0.18139 

0.01382 -0.11988 -0.31918 0.03482 -0.28794 

omOOo -0.15842 -0.43435 0~00000 -0.41134 

-- 0.09543 

0. I6649 

-0.24843 

-0.34324 

- 044997 

-0.56786 

--0.69643 

-mo+33559 

- 0.98570 

- 1.14760 

- I.32269 

_VISCOUS FLOW 

--POTENTIAL FLOW 
0.7 

a 

i 
h 

06 

0 

s. 
!$ 0.5 

!.i 

!kiw 

$j 

p 0.3 --- 

i5 

0.2 

FiO. 2. Velocity distribution in logarithmic spiral channels for a = 1.0, b = 1.0 and K = l-5392. 

Figure 2 demonstrates that the maximum ve- 
locity in viscous flow is shifted to the outer 
channel wall by centrifugal effects. The velocity 
for potentiai flow is simply proportional to 
the distance from the inlet. Therefore its 
velocity is greater at the inner channel wall. 
As illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, the maximum 
temperature and concentration are shifted 
to the outer and inner channel walls res- 
pectively. A comparison of velocity distri- 
bution at the cross-section x I: 0 is presented in 
Fig. 5 for different values of a and b. It shows 
that for the same value of K the velocity profile 
decreases in magnitude and the location of the 
maximum velocity shifts to the outer channel 
wall as the absolute value of a/b increases. For 

potential flow, the velocity decreases at the outer 
channel wall and increases at the inner wall as 
la/b1 increases. Similarly comparisons are given 
for the temperature and concentration distri- 
butions in Fig. 6 for Pr = SC = R = 1.0. It is 
observed that as the absolute value of a/b in- 
creases, the temperature profile decreases in 
magnitude with its maximum shifted toward the 
outer channel wall, and the concentration profile 
increases in magnitude with its maximum 
shifted toward the inner wall. 

The influence of the Prandtl number on the 
Nusselt number as defined by equations (22) 
and (23) is illustrated in Fig. 7. It shows that at 
low values of the Prandtl number the Nusselt 
number approaches a fairly constant value. 
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FIG. 3. Temperature distribution in logarithmic spiral channels for a = 1, b = 1 and Pr = 1.0. 

0 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 PO 

T 

FIG. 4. Concentration distribution in log~ithmic spiral channels for a = 1, b = 1, SC = 1 and R = 1. 

However, with an increase in the Prandtl 
number, the Nusselt number follows a rapid 
increase. Figure 8 demonstrates that the influence 
of the Schmidt number on the Sherwood num- 
ber, as defined by equations (27) and (28) is 
very small at low values of the Schmidt number. 

In the range of high Schmidt numbers, the 
Sherwood number follows a rapid decrease with 
an increase in the Schmidt number. 

It is most interesting to study the relationships 

between the flow condition and the rates of trans- 
port of momentum, heat and mass. Figures 9 and 
10 show that the wall shear stresses ~(771) and 
T(~z) as defined by equations (IO) and (11) vary 
with the Reynolds number in two distinct man- 
ners: First, aIong the channel with a given in- 
ward flow, the wall shear stresses increase along 
a constant I( line with an increase in the Rey- 
nolds number by the T ct l&2 relationship. 
This increase in the Reynolds number is related 
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FIG. 5. Comparison of velocity distribution in 
logarithmic spiral channels of different n and h, at 

x=OforK= 1.0. 

FIG. 6. Comparison of temperature and concentra- 
tion distribution in logarithmic spiral channels of 

different a and b, at x = 0 for K =- 1.0. 

1000 , 11/I , III1 r 

---o=o ) c= I, K -0.50 

Scot_ __-o”, b- I, K’ I.53920 

a 20 
-_____ __-c l.Oi -- 

_A a 

$- 
e 

- 
to------ PO< __-.------ 

5- 
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FIG. 7. Effect of Pr on Nu. 
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FIG. 8. Effect of SC on Sh for R = 0.1. 

to the variation of the cross-sectional area along 
the channel. Second, if the change in the Rey- 
nolds number is due to the change of flow rate 
in the channel then the wall shear stresses in- 
crease along a constant x line by the T oc Re 
relationship. The shear stress at the inner wall 
then increases more rapidly above a certain 
value of the Reynolds number. Only two repre- 
sentative cases, for a = 0, b = 1 corresponding 
to the radial channel flow case and a = 1, b = 1 
corresponding to the flow in the channel as 
illustrated in Fig. 1, are included here as Figs. 
9 and 10. However, an extensive study on differ- 
ent sets of a and b (which is not presented here 
in the interest of brevity) reveals that as the 
absolute value of a/b increases, the wall shear 
stresses decrease for a given x and Re and their 
difference becomes more distinct. It is easy to 
realize that the forementioned phenomena are 
merely due to the difference in the geometrical 
configuration of the spiral channels. 

The characteristics of dual variation with the 
Reynolds number is also observed in the rates 
of heat and mass transfer. Figures 11 and 12 
illustrate the relationship between the Nusselt 
and Reynolds numbers for a = 0, b = 1 and 
a = 1, b = 1 respectively. Along the channel 
with a given inward flow, the Nusselt numbers 
Nu (71) and Nu (72) increase along a constant K 
line with an increase in the Reynolds number 
by the Nu cc Re relationship; whereas at a given 
cross-section in the channel, the Nusselt num- 
bers vary with the Reynolds number along a 
constant x line. They approach a fairly constant 
value at very low values of the Reynolds number 
following a rapid increase with an increase in 
the Reynolds number. A more and more dis- 
tinct difference between the two Nusselt num- 
bers is observed as the absolute value of a/b 
increases. Figures 13 and 14 give the relation- 
ship between the Sherwood and Reynolds 
numbers for the mass source of R = 1.0. The 
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FIG. 9. 7 vs Re between logarithmic spiral channels 
71 = 0 and Q = 1.0 with a = 0 and b = 1.0. 

FIG. 10. 7 vs Re between logarithmic spiral channels 
71 = 0 and q2 = 1.0 with a = 1.0 and b = 1.0. 

Sherwood numbers Sh (71) and S/I (77s) increase 
very rapidly along the channel wall for a given 
flow; whereas at a given cross-section in the 
channel, the Sherwood numbers approach a 
fairly constant value at low values of the Rey- 
nolds number following a decrease with an in- 
crease in the Reynolds number. The comparison 
of Figs. 13 and 14 indicates that the difference 
between S/I (71) and Sh (72) becomes more and 
more distinct .as the absolute value of a/b 
increases. 

Figure 15 shows that the maximum value of the 
temperature profile is shifted toward the rotating 
wall while that of the concentration profile 
toward the stationary wall, irrespective of the 
Prandtl number and the strength of mass source. 

1. 

The velocity, temperature, and concentration 
are represented in Fig. 15 for circular Couette 
flow, another interesting special case. This 
corresponds to two concentric circular channels 
with 71 = 0 and 7s = I.0 (or rl = 0.6 and YZ = 
1.0); inner one at stationary and outer one 
rotating with tangential velocity of unity. 

2. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From this theoretical study, the following 
conclusions are reached : 

The maxima of the velocity and tempera- 
ture profiles in viscous flow shift toward 
the outer channel wall, whereas that of the 
concentration profile shifts to the inner 
wall. Only for the radial plane flow, all 
profiles have their maximum at the center 
of the channel. 
For a specified fluid with a given flow, as 
the absolute value of a/b increases, the 
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FIG. 13.2% vs Re for SC = R = 1.0 between logarith- 
mic spiral channels y1 = 0 and Q = 0 with a = 0 

andb= 1.0. 

velocity and temperature decrease in mag- 
nitude accompanied by the shift of their 
maxima to the outer channel wall, while 
concentration increases in magnitude ac- 
companied by the shift of its maximum to 
the inner channel wall. 
At low values of the Prandtl number, both 
the Nusselt and Sherwood numbers ap- 
proach a fairly constant value. But with an 
increase in the Prandtl number, the former 
increases while the latter decreases. 
The shear stress, Nusselt and Sherwood 
numbers vary with the Reynolds number in 
two distinct ways: Firstly, if the change in 
the Reynolds number is due to the change of 
flow rate along the channel, then the wall 
shear stress changes as the second power, 
the Nusselt number changes linearly and 
the Sherwood number changes as the fifth 
power of the Reynolds number. Secondly, 

FIG. 14. Sh vs Re for SC = R = 1.0 between logarith- 
mic spiral channels TJ~ = 0 and 72 = 1.0 with a = 1.0 

and b = 1.0. 

FIG. 15. Velocity, temperature and concentration 
distribution in circular Couette flow for a = 1.0, 

if the change in the Reynolds number is b = 0. 
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due to the change of flow rate in the 
channel, then as the Reynolds number in- 
creases, the wall shear stress follows a 
rapid change and, the Nusselt and Sher- 
wood numbers approach a fairly constant 
value at low Reynolds numbers following 
an increase in the former and a decrease in 
the latter as the Reynolds number in- 
creases. 
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Zusanunenfassung-Die Arbeit behandelt eine theoretische Untersuchung von Impuls-Energie- und 
Stoffaustausch in inkompressibler, zlher Strijmung in einem Kanal von der Form einer logarith- 
mischen Spirale. Geschwindigkeits-, Temperatur- und Konzentrationsprofil werden durch 
Integration der gewijhnlichen Differentialgleichungen errechnet, die mit Hilfe der Ahnlichkeits- 
transformation aus den Transportgleichungen erhalten werden. Numerische Ergebnisse wurden fur 
Schubspannung und den W&me- und Stoffstrom an den Kanalwlnden erhalten. Als Spezialfall ist die 
analytische Losung in geschlossener Form, fur die kreisformige Couette-Strtimung angegeben. Die 
Ergebnisse lassen sich auf den dampfbeheizten Rosenblad Spiralplatten-Wlrmetibertrager und die 

Kiihlung von Lagem anwenden. 

AHEOT&uWX-CTaTbn noceemeHa TeopeTKsecrtoMy Kccne~oBaHmo nepeHoca KoJwIeCTBa 
~BmKemm, Tenna 14 BemecTBa np~ TeYeHnK KecwmaeMon ~narron )KLI~IIOCTII sepea KaHan B 
BEiAenOrap~~M~YeCKO2iCnMpanM.PaCCsaTaHnnpO~an~CKOpOCT~I,TeMnepaTypIJII KOHneHT- 
pauKn IIyTeM HenOCpeACTBeHHOrO KHTeI'pHpOBaHHfI OfIbIKHOBeHHbIX ~K&fJepeHuKaJIbHbIX 
ypaBHeHuli, nOJIy'IeHHbIX npeO6pa30BaHKRMK nono6m1 KCXO~HbIX ypaBHeHKn IIepeHOCa. 
nonyqenbI wwIeIurbIe pe3ynbTaTbI Ann HanpKxenKn cjuuma, a TaKwe IIOTOKOB Tenaa II 
semecTsa Ha creuuax nanana. KaK qacTKbIg cnyqai np14~0fi14~~1-1 auannTasecrtoe pemeKae B 
3aMHHyTOti @OpMe AJIFI KpyrOBOrO Ky3TTOBCKOrO TeqeHIiIR. nOJIyYeHHbIe pe3yJIbTaTbI MOH(H0 
npKMeHKTb K paNeTaM OXJIaHcneHKn IIO~mKnHKKOB II pa6orammnx Ha napy CnupaJIbHbIX 

IIJIaCTMHYaTbIX TenJIOO6MeHHIIKOB Tllna Poaen6na~a. 


